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A Measurement of Response Time 

for Magnetic Amplifiers 
C Received April 18, 1955 ) 

Hiroichi FUJITA* 

Abstract 

Recently , the magnetic amplifier is used in a automatic control circuit or 

a computer circuit. Therefore , the response time of the magnetic amplifier has 

increased its importance and has been measured frequently. Unfortunately 

the conventional instruments which measure the response time are consider

ably inconvenient. For example , the electromagnetic oscillograph is used to take 

a photograph of the load current wave form of the magnetic amplifier and its wave 

form is integrated . 

The method described in this paper in order to measure the response time of 

the magnetic amplifier consists of a simple and reliable electronic device and 

a cycle counter . 

I. Introduction 

The response t1me of a magnetic amplifier is defined as the time during 

which a change of load current or voltage reaches 63 or 95 percent of a total 

change. And it is represented occasionally in the number of cycles of a-c sup

ply voltage . 

When the magnetic characteristics of core materials have a rectangular B-H 

loop, the wave form of the output current exhibits the typical rapid ris~ as 

one core saturates at so::ne angle, and exhibits sinusoidal form after saturation. 

Therefore, if we measure the response time from the peak value of output 

current, we can no~ obtain its exact value, so we must measure it from 

the area of the output wave form. 

The device described in this paper is a simple and reliable electronic device 

with cycle counter and two thyratrons. One of these thyratron is used as 
a starting switch of a cycle counter , the other is used as to stop it , when 

the value of !oad current reaches a specified value ( 63% or 95% of total change). 

The dura~ ion of this cycle counter operation is the res~onse time of the 

magnetic amplifier. In an integrating circuit , a rectifier ( 1 N 34 ) is used as 

a switching circuit to discharge the condens~r in every cycle . 
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II. Prineiple of Operation and Description of Circuit . 

+!SOV 

Fig. 1 

In the Figure 1 , two thyratrons, V1 and V, , are connected in series . The 

control d-e voltage of the magnetic amplifier is supplied to the control grid of 

vl and makes the vl discharge at the initial point of input unit step function. 

The control grid of V2 is connected to the integrating circuit which integrates 

the output current wave form of the magnetic amplifier. The bias voltage of 

V2 must be pre-adjusted to be discharged when the integrated wave form 

reaches the 95% or 63% of the final steady state value. 

Then the potential of P increases rapidly at the discharge of V1 and falls 

down at the discharge of V2 , so we can obtain an impulse during the response 

time of the magnetic amplifier. This impulse is supplied to a control grid of push-

pull triodes, which are always supplied several volts of a-c 

50 cycles , but are cut off by ample d-e bias voltage . 

Therefore, the cycle counter operates, with the signal 

of 50 cycles, only during the time of the impulse which 
appears at P . 

The particular integrating circuit is shown Figure 2, 

the output wave form of the magnetic amplifier ( a ) is 

integrated by resistor 1 mil and a capacitor 0.1 J.'F as 

shown in ( b ) . But desired wave form is shown in ( c ) . 

IM 
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I 
I 
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In this circuit , the only positive wave form is supplied (b) LJ.~ 
to the cotrol grid of 6 SN 7, as the negative wave form 
is passed through the rectifier 1 N 34 which is a switch 

for negative wave form and the integral of positive wave 

form starts from zero level. As the result, the wave 
form (d) appears across the grid of 6 SN 7. 

In Figure 3. Tt/2 amplifies the output wave forms of the 
magnetic amplifier. T' tf2 and T2 amplify the integrated 

( 13 ) 
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positive wave form. This amplified integrated wave form is supplied to the control 

grid of the thyratron V2. Variable resister VR1 adjusts the output voltage of the 

Fig. 3 

R1 2KD (~W) cl 0.0001 f-LF (1000V) Czo O.lp.F ( 600V) 
Rz 100K!1 ( Q ) Cz 101-LF (50 v) c21 10 p.F ( 350V ) 
Rs 100K!1 c // ) Ca 0.3p.F c 600 v) c22 10 p.F ( 350V ) 
R4 1MD ( Q ) c4 0.1 f-LF ( 1000V) Czs 10f.LF (350V) 
Ro 2K!1 ( // ) CG 101-LF (50 v ) c24 10 p.F ( 350V ) 
Rr. 100K!1 c // ) Co 0.1 f-LF ( 600 v) c25 4 p.F (500V) 
R1 1M!1 ( // ) c7 50 p.F ( 50V ) Czs 4 f.LF (500V) 
Rs 2K!1 ( // ) Cs 1 p.F (300V) c21 4 p.F (500V) 
Rg 1M!1 ( // ) ell O.l,..tF ( 600 v) Czs 0.01 J.LF ( 600V) 
R1o 250K!1 c // ) C1o O.lf-LF c 600 v) Czg 0.01 f.LF ( 600V ) 
Rn 2K!1 ( // ) ell 0.011-LF c 600 v) 
R1'2 3K!1 (2W) c12 0.0111F (600V) VRt 5, 10, 20,40 K!1 (! W) 
R1s 5K!1 ( // ) cl3 0.001 pF (600V) VRz 20K!1+20K!1(Vari) 
R14 5Kf2 ( // ) cl4 0.11-LF ( 600 v) +20Kn 
R15 soKn C }W) cl5 10 p.F c 350 v) VRa 50Kil (!W) 
Rt, 10Kf2 ( // ) clG 10 p.F ( 350 v) VR4 50K!2 ( // ) 
R11 10KD ( // ) c1, 0.1 J.IF ( 600 v) R 1N34 
RIB 10K!2 ( // ) C1s 10 11F ( 350 v) 
R19 3Kl2 ( 2\/11) c19 10 p.F ( 350 v) 

( 14 ) 
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T1 6SN7 Tg 150/60 Ch 2mH 

T2 6SJ7 T10 150/60 

Ts SOBK v1 TY66G 

T, SOBK v2 TY66G 

.Tu SOBK Trt P. lOOV S. 50V,6.3V 

Te 6N7 Tr2 15X2:1 

TT SOBK Trs P. 100V, s. 350V X 2, 5V 

Ta 80 TN P. lOOV, S. 250V, 5V 

magnetic amplifier so that the amplified wave form does not distort. Ru is chosen 

lower in order to eliminate undesirable voltages such as noise voltage, abnormal 

peak voltage of swtching shock, etc. R12 limits the current of thyratron V1 and Vz. 
Two resistor of R1s and Rl4 are connected in series and divide the anode voltage of 

V2 because the thyratron Vz needs high anode voltage (over 100 volts d-e) but the 

impulse voltage for T6 does not need so high. The proper grid potential of T~ at 

the operation is obtained by subtracting the voltage across Rt4 from the divided 

voltage by VR, . 
The impedance of the cycle couter is low. Therefore an impedance matching 

is done by trnsformer TRz whose delay time can be entirely negligible affirmed 

as the results of experiment. The capacitors C1 , Cn , Cu, Ct3 . Cu, Ct7 , C2o, C2s, 

and C29 serve to by-pass any abnomal voltage in the circuit and to keep 

the device stable . 

III. The Method of Measurement 

The block diagram for the method of this measurement is shown in Figure 4 . 

At first, we adjust VRz to discharge the thyratron V1 at the initial point of unit 

function . Then VRs is adjusted to discharge the thyratron V2 when the integrated 

wave form reaches the 95% or 

63% of the final steady state 

value . After these two prepa

rations, we supply a step volt

age to control winding of a 
testing magnetic amplifier 

then the response time is indi

cated by the cycle counter. 
If we want to repeat the mea

surement , we set back the 

magnetic amplifier to the 

former state and break the cir

cuit of thyratrons by SWt to 

TESTED 
MAG. AMP. 

( 15 ) 
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stop their discharges . 
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6 

The curve in Figure 5 shows the rela 

tionship between dial degree of VR2 when 

vl discharges , and the peak value of 
the amplitude. Figure 6 shows the same 

relationship for the thyratron v2 and 

VR3• Figure 7 is the photograph taken by 

the electromagnetic oscillographs to as

sure the operation of this device . 

CONTROL • " ~ i\ ·\~\·\ \1\ 
CURRENT ~ \J \J \, 

LOAD 
CURRENT 

CYCLE 
COUNTER 

IV. Note 

Fig. 7 

The main error of this device depends upon the fluctuation of a-c supply 

voltage . If the a-c voltage fluctuates during the preset of device and measure

ment , the error occurs . When the a-c voltage drops down , the characteris

tics of this device will not be affected too much , but those of the magnetic am

plifier will b~ affected, that is relatively, the preset final value of the device 
rises . consequently the response time will be measured as longer than the 
true response time. Therefore, great care must be taken to maintain the a-c 
supply voltage stab1e. The biggest limitation of this device is that it can not 

measure the response time when the load current of the magnetic amplifier falls 
down. 
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